The latest News Around Us in Feb #5
After Infamous Mistake 16 Years Ago, Lindsey Jacobellis Finally Gets Her
Olympic Glory
Michael Rosenberg - Sport Illustrated
The 36-year-old won gold in the snowboard cross in Beijing, conquering the
competition, more than a decade’s worth of demons and the 2006 moment that almost
defined her.
BEIJING — Sports fans sometimes talk about an athlete “deserving” more attention,
and the word always feels a bit off. These are people who are good at sports, and it’s
fun to watch them and talk about them. But nobody really deserves attention for that.
This story is the exception.
Lindsey Jacobellis deserves NBC prime-time coverage, big-font headlines,
social-media posts and to be the subject of whatever the COVID-era version of
water-cooler conversation is.
That’s the kind of treatment she got 16 years ago, when she made one of the most
infamous mistakes in Olympic history. It is what she absolutely deserves today.
Jacobellis just won gold in snowboard cross—beating three other finalists, half a
lifetime’s worth of demons and the nagging sense that she would forever be
remembered for not winning.
In 2006, in Turin, she was on the verge of winning gold, when she grabbed her
snowboard to celebrate before the finish, stumbled and ended up with silver.
She said afterward that she was just trying to have fun and put on a show, a sentiment
that offended the American sports media and made her a topic of national debate.
That mistake followed her for the rest of her career.
It’s hard enough to win an Olympic event—any Olympic event. Try doing it when the
world won’t let you escape your own shadow.
“I definitely have put 2006, obviously, in the past,” Jacobellis said Wednesday, “and
have done a lot of soul-searching to realize that that moment doesn’t define me.”
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Most Olympians live strange public lives. They compete in relative anonymity except
for a two-week window every four years when America pays attention. In 2006,
Jacobellis was branded as something worse than a loser.
She was portrayed as indifferent to competition, the pretty young face of a bunch of
goofy sports that didn’t belong in the Olympics. We all make mistakes; hers offended
some people.
Then Jacobellis was sent back to live with it on her own, except for every four years,
when she showed up at the Olympics hoping to write a new story while everybody
kept reminding her of her old one.
In 2010 she failed to make the final. In 2014 she missed the final again, then said,
“They’ll spin it every negative way until the cows come home.” She competed in the
small final, the consolation run with no medal at stake, and she gave her best and
won it. It confirmed that of course she cared. But most of America did not.
In 2018 in Korea, a reporter started to ask her about what had happened in 2006, and
she misunderstood the question, and said with annoyance: “Did you say, ‘What
happened?’ You can look that up.” She had persevered through three knee surgeries.
She said she was on an “ibuprofen diet.”
She finished fourth, 0.03 seconds from a bronze. But people still looked at her and
saw the 20-year-old with pigtails. It was both totally unfair and totally
understandable.
I was at that 2006 race. I remember watching her grab the snowboard. I remember
who was standing next to me. In roughly two seconds, it went from a quirky little
event I didn’t really understand to one of those rare sports moments that I knew I
would remember for decades.

Jacobellis went from a kid having fun to a cultural character she had no interest in
playing. Four years ago, she said, “I did not love the sport when I was that young
going into it. I was told that I was America’s sweetheart, that you’re going to win …
That’s just a lot of pressure to put on somebody and go on a world stage. It’s enough
to really throw somebody for a loop.”
She arrived in Beijing at age 36, after years of psychological renovation, knowing she
could never be America’s sweetheart again. “It’s just because I was very young and
extremely marketable,” she said of her 2006 stardom and endorsements. “As women
get older, they might lose the shine.”
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The last 16 years have shown her what is real and what is not. The love that America
almost had for her in 2006 was not real; the love she has for the sport now is. A lot of
the outrage back then wasn’t real, either. It was the function of a news cycle that runs
on loud opinions. Critics got mad in the moment and then moved on, as critics do.
Her silver medal in 2006 was real. Her disappointment in the next three Olympics
was real. The feelings she had before the final here were real, too. She was fatigued
and proud and living firmly in 2022.
“I was almost relieved,” she said. “I had this energy I got from it, and this weight
lifted off of me—that I was happy with whatever result I got because I made it into
finals.”
The race was blissfully uneventful. Jacobellis darted out in front in the beginning, and
in an event that often includes numerous lead changes, she stayed there. And toward
the end, with France’s Chloé Treuspech chasing her, at the same point in the race
where Jacobellis grabbed her board in 2006, her thoughts were not about celebrating
early or signing endorsement deals or pleasing a crowd or changing the world’s view
of her.

“I just wanted to fly that last jump low, track my board straight, because I could hear
Chloé behind me.”
Sixteen years ago, Jacobellis sparked a debate about what an Olympian should be.
Wednesday, she showed us.

Why the Biden Admin Is Handing Out Free Crack Pipes
Darragh Roche - Newsweek
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The Biden administration will provide grant funding to pay for the distribution of safe
smoking kits as part of efforts to reduce harm from substance abuse over the next
three years.
A number of conservative news outlets reported in recent days that the administration
would fund the distribution of crack pipes for drug users as part of a push to advance
racial equality.
However, safe smoking kits are just one piece of equipment on a list of 20 items the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) outlined on the grant application
for its harm reduction program. The primary purpose of the program to reduce the
risk of infection among drug users.
The Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), part of
the HHS, issued a Notice of Funding for the 2022 Harm Reduction Program Grant on
December 8, 2021. The deadline for applications was February 7, 2022—which may
explain why it has been the subject of recent reports.
The 75-page application, which is still available to read online, explains that eligible
applicants for the grant include state, local and tribal governments, as well as tribal
organizations and community-based organizations, among others.

"The purpose of the program is to support community-based overdose
prevention programs, syringe services programs, and other harm reduction services,"
the document said.
The funding will be used for prevention activities to "help control the spread of
infectious diseases and the consequences of such diseases for individuals with, or at
risk of developing substance use disorders (SUD)." One of the requirements for
recipients of grant funding is to purchase "equipment and supplies to enhance harm
reduction efforts." The application lists 20 examples.
These includes the "Safe smoking kits/supplies" that have been the focus of some
recent articles regarding crack pipes. Other items on the list were infectious disease
testing kits, safe-sex kits, including PrEP resources and condoms, syringes "to
prevent and control the spread of infectious diseases" and screening for infectious
diseases.
Though the overall purpose of the program is harm reduction and not racial equality,
applicants who are granted funding will "be expected to develop a behavioral health
disparity impact statement no later than 60 days" after the funding is awarded.
One part of this impact statement is showing the number of people who will be served
during the grant period and identify under-resourced populations such as racial,
sexual, gender and ethnic minority groups.
"The priority populations for this program are under-served communities that are
greatly impacted by SUD [substance use disorders]," the HHS document said and
went on to say that under-served communities are defined by Executive Order 13985.
In that executive order, issued on January 20, 2021, President Joe Biden said that
"the Federal Government should pursue a comprehensive approach to advancing
equity for all, including people of color and others who have been historically
under-served, marginalized, and adversely affected by persistent poverty and
inequality."
The HHS document estimated that a total of just over $29 million in funding would be
available over a three year period and awards of grant funding should be made from
May 15, 2022.
Newsweek has asked the Department of Health and Human Services for comment.

Slovakia approves defense military treaty with US
Associated Press
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BRATISLAVA, Slovakia (AP) — Slovakia’s parliament and president on Wednesday
approved a defense military treaty with the United States.
The Defense Cooperation Agreement passed 79-60 in the 150-seat legislature in a
vote split between lawmakers from the four-party ruling coalition and the opposition.
The treaty allows the U.S. military to use two Slovak air force bases —
Malacky-Kuchyna and Sliac — for 10 years while Slovakia — a NATO member like
the U.S. — will receive $100 million from the U.S. to modernize them.
The deal was signed by U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken and Slovakia’s defense
minister, Jaroslav Nad, on Feb. 3 in Washington. It was ratified by President Zuzana
Caputova on Wednesday.
The parliament vote took place amid fears that Russia will invade Ukraine. Moscow
has massed more than 100,000 troops near Ukraine’s borders, but insists it has no
plans to attack. The European Union nation of Slovakia borders Ukraine.
The treaty was backed by the government of Prime Minister Eduard Heger, who said
it will “significantly enhance our security.” But the agreement was fiercely opposed
by the opposition, which claims it compromises the country’s sovereignty, makes
possible a permanent presence of U.S. troops on Slovak territory and even enables a
possible deployment of nuclear weapons in Slovakia.
The Slovak and U.S. governments have rejected those charges.
“Nothing in today’s agreement creates permanent U.S. bases or troop presence in
Slovakia, and the agreement fully respects Slovakia’s sovereignty and laws,” Blinken
said during last week's signing ceremony at the U.S. State Department.
Thousands rallied Tuesday against the agreement in front of the parliament building
in the capital of Bratislava when lawmakers were debating it. The U.S. has such
agreements with 23 other NATO members, including Poland and Hungary, two other
countries that border Ukraine on the eastern flank of the alliance.

Any particular deployment of U.S. forces still needs approval by the Slovak
government and parliament.

These 4 Untested Weapons Could Be Crucial If Russia Pushes Beyond Ukraine
Kyle Mizokami - Popular Mechanics
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In its attempt to buttress NATO allies and Ukraine in anticipation of a potential
Russian invasion, the Biden Administration announced last week the deployment of
1,700 troops of the 82nd Airborne Division from Fort Bragg, North Carolina, to
Poland, and the deployment of a squadron of the Germany-based 2nd Cavalry
Regiment to Romania.
The units, as well as those from the 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized) at Fort
Carson, Colorado, still on standby, are full of new weapons and technology.
Here are four untested on the battlefield weapons that could hold the line if Russia
pushes beyond Ukraine… or U.S. forces intervene in Kyiv’s behalf.
FGM-148 Javelin Anti-Tank Missile

A lot has been made about the Javelin missile and U.S. shipments of missiles to
Ukraine, and for good reason: the 30-year-old medium range anti-tank guided missile
was tailor made to confront Soviet, and now Russian, armor formations—exactly the
kind massing on Ukraine’s borders.
Javelin was originally deployed in the 1990s, and its 2,187 yard range, infrared
targeting, and fire-and-forget launch system were miles ahead of its predecessor, the
unfortunate Dragon missile. Javelin was used to destroy bunkers, buildings, and other
fortified structures in the post 9/11 era in Afghanistan and Iraq but rarely in the
tank-killing role it was originally meant for.
Among troops currently deployed to or deploying to Europe, Javelin will be a key
weapon system. Half of the Stryker Infantry Carrier Vehicles used by the 2nd Cavalry
are equipped with remote controlled Javelin launchers, and the squadron deployed to
Romania might be equipped with as many as 25 Javelins.
The unit of the 82nd Airborne Division deploying to reinforce NATO ally Poland is
likely a battalion of airborne infantry with attached combat support troops. It would
typically be equipped with 18 Javelins missile systems and eight of the heavier, more
powerful, longer ranged TOW anti-tank missile systems.
Stryker Infantry Carrier Vehicle – Dragoon (ICV-D)

In the mid-2010s the U.S. Army made the decision to augment the Germany-based
2nd Cavalry Regiment’s firepower. One decision was to upgrade half of the unit’s
Stryker vehicles with Javelin missiles, to improve the regiment’s anti-armor
capability.
The other was the addition of an unmanned turret equipped with a 30-millimeter
auto-cannon, creating the Infantry Carrier Vehicle-Dragoon (ICV-D), or Stryker
Dragoon. Stryker Dragoons make up the other half of the Stryker vehicles assigned to
the 2nd Cavalry.

Stryker Dragoon’s XM-813 30-millimeter cannon is designed to engage enemy light
armored vehicles, including Russian BMP-2 and BMP-3 infantry fighting vehicles
and BTR-80 wheeled armored vehicles.
In combat against a highly mechanized foe, Strykers fitted with Javelins would engage
enemy tanks while Stryker Dragoons would engage accompanying scouts and infantry
carriers.
The XM-813 auto-cannon can fire Mk. 258 Armor Piercing Fin-Stabilized Discarding
Sabot-Tracer (APFSDS-T) against armored vehicles and the Mk. 238 High Explosive
Incendiary–Tracer (HEI-T) round against trucks, other unarmored targets, and
dismounted infantry.
Although the XM-813 arms a diverse variety of weapon systems, including the
AC-130W gunship and Zumwalt-class destroyer, Stryker Dragoon has never been in
combat.
Infantry Squad Vehicle (ISV)

GM Defense defense ISV
One of the Army’s fastest new equipment acquisitions in recent years is the Infantry
Squad Vehicle (ISV). The ISV is a no-frills vehicle designed to quickly move light
infantry troops, particularly airborne infantry, across the battlefield.
The ISV is still in testing and is not confirmed to deploy to Eastern Europe, but
bringing it along would help the foot-mobile 82nd Airborne quickly deploy across
Poland. Poland, a NATO ally that borders Ukraine, is anxious to receive American
boots on the ground in case Russian tanks enter its eastern neighbor and just keep
going.
The ISV is an unarmored battle truck based on the Chevy Colorado mid-sized truck
with the ZR2 off-road package. The ISV is designed to carry nine soldiers, fit inside a
CH-47 Chinook helicopter, and be air-droppable along with airborne troops.

The vehicle trades armor for light weight and speed, allowing it to get soldiers to
their objectives faster. GM Defense could build as many as 2,065 ISVs for the 82nd
Airborne and infantry brigade combat teams.
The vehicle is not without controversy. The Pentagon’s Director of Operational Test
and Evaluation (DOT&E) recently slammed the ISV in its latest report as “not being
operationally effective” in military exercises.
The DOT&E complained test vehicles failed to complete reliability testing due to
issues such as, “steering capability, cracked and bent seat frames, and engine cracks
and overheating.” Still, while the ISV undoubtedly has kinks to work out, there is no
real alternative, and the 82nd will have trouble getting around Poland without it.
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter
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Last week’s deployment covers ground forces, but any future air power deployment
will almost certainly include Air Force F-35A Joint Strike Fighter. The F-35A is a
multi-role fighter that can capably handle air-to-air and air-to-ground mission.
Unlike its predecessor, the F-16 Fighting Falcon, the F-35 is built from the ground up
as a stealthy, low-observable fighter. Most Air Force F-35 units are based in the
continental United States with one squadron, the 495th Fighter Squadron
( “Valkyries”), based at RAF Lakenheath in the United Kingdom.
The F-35 has already seen combat in Afghanistan and against the Islamic State in
Syria and Iraq, but in both cases strikes went unopposed against enemies lacking air
defenses. The F-35 has not flown against a peer adversary operating advanced air
defense systems and fighter jets like Russia.

Russia’s Tor, Buk, and S-400 surface to air missile systems are some of the most
deadly in the world, while Russian Aerospace Forces MiG-29, Su-30, and Su-35
Flanker-E fighters are formidable threats in the air.

'He Wants Megyn Kelly Money': Chris Cuomo Reportedly Demanding $60 Million
After CNN Fallout
Emily Rella - Entrepreneur
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The broadcast world was taken by storm last December when former CNN anchor
Chris Cuomo was fired from his post after reports came to light that he had helped
his brother, former New York Governor Andrew Cuomo, strategize and fend off
sexual misconduct and harassment allegations.
The ex-anchor also stepped down from his role as host of Let’s Get After It on
SiriusXM following the incident and fallout.
“The way my time ended at CNN was hard," Cuomo wrote on social media at the time.
"While I have a thick skin, I also have a family, for whom the past week has been
extraordinarily difficult. So right now I have to take a step back and focus on what
comes next … I will miss our conversations a great deal — but I look forward to
being back in touch with you all in the future.”
Well, it looks like Cuomo has his gaze firmly set on “what comes next” — and that’s
a hefty payout.
Page Six cites multiple anonymous sources who assert Cuomo is demanding upwards
of $60 million from his former network on the heels of his one-time boss, Jeff
Zucker, resigning from CNN.
The probe into Cuomo’s tenure uncovered that Zucker had a consensual relationship
with another employee, Executive VP and Chief Marketing Officer of CNN
Worldwide, Allison Gollust.

So what does Zucker’s resignation have to do with Cuomo’s desire for a hefty payout?
Cuomo reportedly claims that Zucker not only knew about his involvement with his
brother’s sexual harassment investigation, but that Zucker himself also had “his own
dealings” with Andrew, which included coaching him on “what to say in his press
conferences” and generally advising him on “when, and where, and what to say.”
“What he believes happened is WarnerMedia found something in their investigation
into Chris, perhaps internal memos or documents which revealed more about
Zucker’s involvement with Andrew Cuomo,” per one of Page Six's sources.
“Gollust was just a convenient excuse.”
Added another source, “He wants Megyn Kelly money,” in reference to the former
Fox News host who left her less-than-two-year gig at NBC in the wake of her own
scandal. Kelly was granted $69 million in her settlement.
The $60 million figure Cuomo reportedly seeks comes from the income he'd have
earned had he worked for another 10-15 years, though his remaining contract at the
time of his exit was for $18 million.
At the time of Cuomo’s initial suspension from the CNN, Cuomo Prime Time was the
network’s most-viewed show, with nearly 959,000 viewers in Q3 of 2021 per data
from Nielson.
Cuomo has not publicly responded to the latest reports.

The possibility of war looms over the Korean peninsula
Seung-Whan Choi (Opinion contributor) - The Hill
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Until recently, I used to tell friends who asked for my opinion on the Korean situation
that no matter how provocative North Korea is, there will be no war between the two
Koreas as long as the United States keeps its soldiers near Seoul.
A dark cloud gathering over the Korean peninsula has caused me to broaden my
perspective. Four weather fronts appear to be on a collision course that could lead to
the outbreak of a second Korean war.
First, the decline of U.S. military prowess creates a dangerous power vacuum in
South Korea. The U.S. no longer can maintain its military superiority all over the
world and must revise its global security plan. The hasty withdrawal from
Afghanistan was an example of this weakening hegemony and may foreshadow U.S.
attempts to readjust military priorities.
Since Russian President Vladimir Putin will neither stop his aggression toward NATO
expansion nor abandon his ambition for "Greater Russia," President Biden is forced
to redistribute limited military assets to Eastern Europe to counter Russia's
challenge to Ukraine.
The Korean peninsula may be compromised by this redistribution. Biden may need to
reduce the level of the U.S. security umbrella over South Korea to bolster security
measures in Europe. This could embolden North Korean leader Kim Jong Un to test
the waters on the Korean peninsula.
Second, Biden's foreign policy team is not as diplomatically amenable to North Korea
as it could be. Secretary of State Antony Blinken and national security adviser Jake
Sullivan have never prioritized talks with North Korea over matters involving China,
Russia and Iran.
Daniel Kritenbrink, the assistant secretary of state for East Asian and Pacific affairs,
may be more on board and has suggested that his boss is willing to engage in
diplomacy with North Korea "without preconditions." However, by reportedly
choosing Philip Goldberg, a former North Korea sanctions enforcer, to become the
ambassador to South Korea, Biden will send a conflicting signal to Kim.
No matter how hard the U.S. tries to communicate with North Korea, Kim will not
respond favorably until the U.S. lifts economic sanctions on his regime and ends joint
military exercises with South Korea.
In the push for peace and stability on the Korean peninsula, Biden must acknowledge
that, just as he has concerns about China using economic coercion against other
countries, Kim has the same concerns about U.S. actions toward his country.
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Third, since Kim came to power in 2012, North Korea's military has become much
more powerful with the rapid advancement of nuclear weapons and ballistic missile
programs. It is evident that, despite U.S. and South Korean efforts, North Korea will
not denuclearize; it views nuclear weapons as central to its national security.
Moreover, Kim is a resolute foe with a single foreign policy message: "An eye for an
eye." He is likely to take the "honorable death" for his regime that would result if he
followed through with an "eye for an eye" policy, rather than survive in disgrace.
Pressuring Kim to relinquish his nuclear arsenal is a dead end. For him it brings to
mind other dictators, such as Libya's Moammar Gadhafi and Iraq's Saddam Hussein,
who gave up their nuclear weapons programs and then were killed. Kim is also aware
of the security risk that three former Soviet republics - Ukraine, Belarus and
Kazakhstan - have experienced at different levels after giving up their nukes following
the collapse of the USSR in 1991.
To sit together with Kim for meaningful talks, Biden must be willing to innovate his
Korean policy. Recall the Aesop fable, "The North Wind and the Sun," in which the
sun wins when the wind and the sun bet on which can force a man to remove his coat.
Otherwise, Kim will certainly keep playing with nuclear missiles and will perceive
any attempt to take them away as a threat to his regime and his life.
Fourth, South Korea's domestic politics soon may pour salt into North Korea's wound.
In the upcoming March presidential election, if conservative Yoon Seok-youl with the
People Power Party wins, the country will have a more hawkish president.Yoon for
27 years was a prosecutor general who learned to see things in black or white.
Although he has said he is open to communication with the North, and to offering the
country humanitarian aid, he also has taken a hard-line position on security issues,
even suggesting that the South should launch a preemptive strike against Pyongyang
if Seoul faces an imminent threat of a nuclear missile attack.
North and South Koreas together are only 1.16 times as big as Wyoming. Where
could all the Koreans - and the 28,500 U.S. troops stationed there - take cover to
avoid disastrous explosions when North Korea fires more nuclear missiles in
retaliation?

Indeed, with U.S. military priorities likely to shift out of necessity, and the potential
for a hard-line leader in South Korea to line up against Kim, the risk of another
Korean war looms larger than ever before.
(Seung-Whan Choi teaches international relations and Korean politics at the
University of Illinois at Chicago. A retired Army officer, he is the author of several
books, including "Emerging Security Challenges: American Jihad, Terrorism, Civil
War, and Human Rights.")

White House unveils $5 billion plan to blanket US highways with new electric-car
chargers
Tim Levin (tlevin@insider.com) - Business Insider

EVgo An EVgo charging station.
The US government is starting to make good on Joe Biden's promise for 500,000
public electric-car chargers. The government will give nearly $5 billion to help states
build out their charging infrastructure.
The plan aims to beef up charging access along interstate highways. Right now one
of the glaring reasons not to own an electric car is the charging.
Gas stations are a dime a dozen, but charging plugs in much of the country are few
and far between. That may not be the case for long if President Joe Biden's plan
comes to fruition.
The US Departments of Energy and Transportation announced on Thursday that they
will dole out nearly $5 billion over the next five years to help states beef up access to
electric-vehicle charging. It's part of the White House's broader goal to curb climate
change and get more Americans into zero-emission vehicles.
Biden aims for the US to have 500,000 public EV chargers by 2030, roughly 400,000
more plugs than are available today.

We've known funding for EV charging was coming since the Bipartisan Infrastructure
Law passed in November, but the administration on Thursday shared new details
about how the money will be spent.
States will have until August to submit proposals for how they'd spend their share
based on guidance published on Thursday. Initially, states will need to focus on
improving charging along "Alternative Fuel Corridors," interstate highways that, the
DOT said, will serve as "the spine of the new national EV charging network."
The administration expects that states will leave installation and upkeep to private
companies.
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Once a state's corridors are "fully built out," it will be able to apply for funding to
place charging stations in other public places like transit stations, schools, and
parking lots.
The administration will consider a highway built out once it has a series of charging
stations no more than 50 miles apart. Stations will need to have at least four DC fast
charging plugs capable of providing 150 kilowatts of energy each.
A fast-charging plug of that caliber should be able to top up a modern electric car in
approximately 30-45 minutes, much more quickly than a home-charging installation.
Each state's plans will also need to consider how to equitably distribute charging
infrastructure. In the first year of the program, $615 million will be available to
states.
The investment comes as the global auto industry, incentivized by tightening
emissions regulations and the blockbuster success of Tesla, works feverishly to
transition toward building and selling zero-emission vehicles.

Car companies plan to unleash a flood of new electric models onto the market in the
coming years as electric cars — once playthings for the wealthy — become cheaper
and enter the mainstream.
Ford's F-150 Lightning, a $40,000 electric pickup truck, is set to hit streets this
spring. Chevrolet will start selling a $30,000 battery-powered SUV next year.
Still, a lack of public charging stations is keeping people from giving up their
gas-drinking vehicles.
A recent University of California Davis survey of EV owners in California found that
one in five switched back to a gas car because charging was too much of a hassle. In
2021, EV market share in the US grew to 3.5%.
Officials would not offer specifics about how many chargers the $5 billion program
would yield or when the first locations would open to the public. They called it a
down payment on the 500,000-charger goal.
The Bipartisan Infrastructure Law also provides $2.5 billion for a separate grant
program that addresses EV charging in rural and disadvantaged communities, along
with poor-air-quality areas.

Boris Johnson warns Europe is facing its 'most dangerous moment' in decades as
Ukraine-Russia tensions escalate
Thomas Colson (tcolson@businessinsider.com) - Business Insider

Andrew Parsons / No 10 Downing Street Prime Minister Boris Johnson visits NATO
and Poland.
Boris Johnson said the Ukraine-Russia crisis was 'the most dangerous moment'
Europe had faced for decades. The UK placed on standby 1,000 troops to go to
eastern Europe in a show of solidarity against Russian aggression.
Russian President Vladimir Putin has amassed more than 100,000 troops on the
Ukrainian border as fears grow he could launch a new invasion of the country.

Boris Johnson warned that Europe was facing "the most dangerous moment in what
is the biggest security crisis" the continent has faced in decades, warning that the
prospects of avoiding a conflict appeared "grim."
Russia has amassed more than 100,000 troops on the Ukrainian border. French
President Emmanuel Macron held talks with Putin in Moscow this week where he
said Putin promised there would be "no deterioration or escalation" in Ukraine.
But on Thursday Russia started running 10 days of joint military drills with Belarus, a
country which shares a long border with Ukraine, in a move which the US described
as "escalatory."
Johnson said he believed Putin had not decided whether to launch a new incursion
into Ukraine but warned that the situation could escalate dramatically in the near
future.
"I don't think a decision has yet been taken but that doesn't mean that it is impossible
that something absolutely disastrous could happen very soon indeed," he said at a
joint press conference with NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg in Brussels on
Thursday.
"Our intelligence I'm afraid to say remains grim and we're seeing the amassing of
huge number of tactical battalion troops. This is the most dangerous moment in the
biggest security crisis Europe has faced in decades."
The UK is placing 1,000 troops on standby to go to eastern Europe to provide support
in the event of a refugee crisis in the event that Russia launches a new large-scale
invasion of Ukraine.
Defence Secretary Ben Wallace, who will meet his counterpart in Moscow on Friday
— said the move would show Russian President Vladimir Putin that NATO countries
including the UK are consistent in their opposition to Russian aggression.
"What this is really about is saying to President Putin [that] NATO is not flaky.
NATO will stand by its members, big or small," he told BBC Radio 4's Today
programme.
Ukraine is not a NATO member, but Wallace said an invasion of the country would
affect its NATO neighbors including Poland by prompting a refugee crisis.
Troops placed on standby would end up "wherever there were consequences from any
Russian invasion into Ukraine that were going to be felt particularly badly or would
risk undermining stability," he added.
"It's important to send a message to Russia to say, look, we want a dialogue, we want
a way through this, but ... currently Russia is now deploying over half its combat
troops ... on the borders of Ukraine and in Belarus."

"We are not just going to let that happen without NATO having a response to defend
its own members."
Foreign Secretary Liz Truss arrived in Moscow on Wednesday ahead of scheduled
talks on Thursday with her Russian counterpart Sergey Lavrov.
She said she planned to "make clear that Russia must immediately withdraw its forces
and respect Ukraine's sovereignty or face severe consequences."
"Any incursion would be a huge mistake. Diplomacy is the only way forward and
Russia must pursue that path," she said.

Robot photos appear to show melted fuel at Fukushima reactor
Mari Yamaguchi (Associated Press) - AP
TOKYO (AP) — A remote-controlled robot has captured images of what appears to
be mounds of nuclear fuel that melted and fell to the bottom of the most damaged
reactor at Japan’s wrecked Fukushima nuclear plant, officials said Thursday.

Associated Press Images from a remote-controlled submersible robot show damaged
areas inside the Fukushima nuclear power plant damaged in the 2011 earthquake and
tsunami, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in Fukushima, Japan. The robot captured images
of what appears be mounds of damaged fuel that had melted and fell to the bottom of
the hardest-hit reactor at the nuclear plant for the first time since the 2011 disaster.
(IRID/Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy, Ltd. via AP)
A massive earthquake and tsunami in 2011 damaged cooling systems at the power
plant, causing the meltdown of three reactor cores. Most of their highly radioactive
fuel fell to the bottom of their containment vessels, making its removal extremely
difficult.

A previous attempt to send a small robot with cameras into the Unit 1 reactor failed,
but images captured this week by a ROV-A robot show broken structures, pipes and
mounds of what appears to be melted fuel and other debris submerged in cooling
water, plant operator Tokyo Electric Power Company Holdings said Thursday.

Associated Press Images from a remote-controlled submersible robot show damaged
areas inside the Fukushima nuclear power plant damaged in the 2011 earthquake and
tsunami, Wednesday, Feb. 9, 2022, in Fukushima, Japan.
About 900 tons of melted nuclear fuel remain inside the plant’s three damaged
reactors, including about 280 tons in Unit 1. Its removal is a daunting task that
officials say will take 30-40 years. Critics say that’s overly optimistic.
The robot, carrying several tiny cameras, obtained the internal images of the
reactor's primary containment vessel while on a mission to establish a path for
subsequent probes, TEPCO said.
TEPCO spokesperson Kenichi Takahara said the piles of debris rose from the bottom
of the container, including some inside the pedestal — a structure directly beneath the
core — suggesting the mounds were melted fuel that fell in the area.
Takahara said further probes will be needed to confirm the objects in the images.
At one location, the robot measured a radiation level of 2 sievert, which is fatal for
humans, Takahara said. The annual exposure limit for plant workers is set at 50
millisievert.
The robot probe of the Unit 1 reactor began Tuesday and was the first since 2017,
when an earlier robot failed to obtain any images of melted fuel because of the
extremely high radiation and interior structural damage.

The fuel at Unit 1 is submerged in highly radioactive water as deep as 2 meters (6.5
feet).
TEPCO said it will conduct additional probes after analyzing the data and images
collected by the first robot.
Five other robots, co-developed by Hitachi-GE Nuclear Energy and the International
Research Institute for Nuclear Decommissioning, a government-funded consortium,
will be used in the investigation over the next several months.
The investigation at Unit 1 aims to measure the melted fuel mounds, map them in
three dimensions, analyze isotopes and their radioactivity, and collect samples,
TEPCO officials said.
Those are key to developing equipment and a strategy for the safe and efficient
removal of the melted fuel, allowing the reactor's eventual decommissioning.
Details of how the highly radioactive material can be safely removed, stored and
disposed of at the end of the cleanup have not been decided.
TEPCO hopes to use a robotic arm later this year to remove an initial scoop of melted
fuel from Unit 2, where internal robotic probes have made the most progress.

White House pushes back on Fox News reports claiming the government is buying
crack pipes for people
Bill Bostock (wbostock@businessinsider.com) - Business Insider

Anna Moneymaker/Getty Images President Joe Biden.
The Biden administration rolled out a $30 million program to make drug-taking safer.
Fox News hosts and guests said handing out crack pipes to drug users makes the
problem worse.
The White House and HHS scrambled to clarify that crack pipes were not included in
its safe drug use kits.

The White House condemned "misinformation" after Fox News guests and hosts
accused the government of buying crack pipes for people with addictions.
The Department of Health and Human Services launched a $30 million grant late last
year for organizations to make drug-taking safer, including by handing out kits.
Fox News hosts including Tucker Carlson and Sean Hannity seized on the project on
Wednesday, claiming the government was using taxpayer money to give crack
pipes for free.
White House press secretary Jen Psaki scrambled to clear the record
Wednesday, telling reporters crack pipes "were never a part of the kit."
"We felt it was important to put out a public statement from the federal government to
make that clear because we saw the spreading of misinformation and the fact that it
was having an impact on a range of communities," she said.
The kit will contain "alcohol swabs, lip balm, other materials to promote hygiene and
reduce the transmission diseases like HIV and hepatitis," Psaki added.
HHS also said in a statement: "No federal funding will be used directly or through
subsequent reimbursement of grantees to put pipes in safe smoking kits."
Fox News did not immediately respond to Insider's request for comment.
Fox News hosts and guests slammed the policy. "The Biden administration is
promoting drug addiction. They've been caught doing it and now they're denying it,"
Carlson said.
The attorney and Fox News guest David Bruno later told "Fox News @ Night" that
"under no circumstances should they be distributing paraphernalia like this [crack
pipes.]"
A number of GOP lawmakers have also used the rumor to attack the Biden
administration.
"Just because HHS bureaucrats are not *personally* handing out the crack pipes
doesn't make this a good idea," Sen. Tom Cotton tweeted.
And Sen. Marsha Blackburn tweeted Tuesday: "US taxpayer dollars should not be
used to fund vending machines for crack pipes."
Throwing shade on Biden's vaccine mandate, Rep. Jim Jordan also tweeted: "Will you
have to show your vaccine passport to get your crack pipe?"

Czech minister: Putin gave Europe 'gift' as gas crisis showed alternatives exist
Jan Lopatka & Robert Muller - Reuters

Reuters/STAFF
PRAGUE (Reuters) - Liquefied natural gas (LNG) shipments to Europe late last year
showed Russia could not use gas as great leverage over Europe, and the gas shortfall
supported efforts to build more LNG capacity on European shores, Czech Foreign
Minister Jan Lipavsky said on Wednesday.
Lipavsky told Reuters in an interview that diversion of LNG cargoes to Europe after
prices surged late last year amid lower supplies from Russia showed there were
alternatives to Russian gas and supported the argument for investing in
infrastructure.
"I like to say (Russian President) Vladimir Putin gave Europe a great Christmas gift
because he showed that we are not dependent on Russian gas," Lipavsky said.
"I am not saying we can only be dependent on LNG, but this is a very good example
that Russia cannot afford to use gas as some fundamental economic lever, because if
Europe builds sufficient mechanisms, terminals, it will diversify its energy security."
The landlocked Czech Republic consumes around 8.7 billion cubic metres of natural
gas per year, most of which comes from Russia through Germany.
But he acknowledged it would take time to put such a plan in practice. The nearest
existing or potential terminals are in Poland and Germany.
"Such a project is clearly in the interest of the Czech Republic's security and therefore
the ministry fully supports it," he said. He did not say what form the Czech
participation should take.
The West has accused Russia of withholding gas to help drive up prices and pressure
EU and German regulators to approve the new Nord Stream 2 link that will double
Moscow's piped export capacity via the Baltic Sea.
Russia denies these allegations and Gazprom says it fulfills all long-term contracts.

International Energy Agency (IEA) chief Fatih Birol said last month Russia had
contributed to an under-supply of natural gas to Europe, amid a standoff between
Moscow and the West over Ukraine.
Russia supplies around 40% of EU gas. The potential impact on that supply if Russia
invades Ukraine has prompted an EU drive to increase supplies from other countries.
(Reporting by Jan Lopatka and Robert Muller; editing by Jonathan Oatis)

The end of natural gas has to start with its name
Rebecca Leber - Vox.com

Spencer Platt/Getty Images
Locals in the town of Fredonia, New York, noticed in the early 19th century how gas
would sometimes bubble up in a creek and catch fire when lit. This wasn’t much more
than a curiosity until 1821, when a businessman captured and sold it for fuel to
Fredonia shops.
This “inflammable air,” as one newspaper called it, was cheap to transport relative
to the other lighting fuels of the day — whale oil for candles and gas produced from
coal. From the start, “nature’s gas,” as it was nicknamed, was celebrated as the
healthy and virtually inexhaustible miracle fuel of the future.
A big part of the early appeal was how much cleaner gas seemed than coal. In the
19th century, people could see and smell the particulate matter, sulfur, and nitrogen
leaving a trail of smoggy air in cities. By comparison, natural gas is almost entirely
made up of methane, a colorless, odorless gas that produces far fewer of these
pollutants when burned.
What no one knew back then was that methane is pollution, too — just a different kind.
A large body of scientific research now shows that gas, when it’s produced and when
it’s consumed, poses a danger to human health and to the climate.

In the 19th century, this ignorance was understandable, but today most people still
don’t appreciate how insidious gas fuel is. When the climate communications
group Climate Nexus conducted a poll of 4,600 registered US voters last fall, 77
percent had a favorable view of natural gas, far higher than when asked about their
views on methane.
Less than a third were able to link that natural gas is primarily methane. In the same
poll, a majority incorrectly answered that they think methane pollution is declining or
staying about the same. Other surveys show similar results.
The reason for the disconnect is embedded in the very name, “natural gas.” The word
“natural” tends to bias Americans to view whatever it is affixed to as healthy, clean,
and environmentally friendly. Natural foods, natural immunity, and natural births are
among the many buzzwords of the moment.
“The idea that we ought to do what’s natural, we ought to use what’s natural, and we
ought to consume what’s natural is one of the most powerful and commonplace
shortcuts we have,” said Alan Levinovitz, a religion professor who wrote Natural:
How Faith in Nature’s Goodness Leads to Harmful Facts, Unjust Laws, and Flawed
Science.
“The term influences people’s attitudes toward natural gas. People are going to be
more likely to see natural gas as better than it is; they’re more likely to see it as
safer.”
The language has broader ripple effects on consumer choices and political decisions.
Countries around the world have paradoxically encoded policies that incentivize
continued gas production and consumption, even as 100 of them joined a
voluntary Global Methane Pledge to slash methane by 30 percent in the next decade.
The stakes have only grown as gas production rises to replace coal as the dominant
fuel powering the electricity sector and millions of homes. Even as cities like New
York and San Francisco are working to phase out gas appliances in their construction,
gas production and exports have boomed to make the US the biggest exporter of
liquified gas in the world.
Some climate advocates have already dropped the “natural” moniker in their legal
filings, advertising, and communications, when talking about methane. They favor
calling it “fossil gas” or “methane gas” — anything that’s more descriptive for a
dangerous and explosive substance.
“I want my language to communicate the harms that are inherent in methane, in this
climate-forcing substance. I want to be clear this is a threat to climate and public
health,” said Matt Vespa, an attorney for the environmental legal nonprofit
Earth-justice.
But the oil and gas industry isn’t ready to lose its biggest marketing advantage. If
anything, industry language like clean, renewable, and responsible, has proliferated

the past few years. The industry is actively at work to protect its careful branding as it
tries to dodge climate scrutiny from regulators.
For over a century, the gas industry sold the public a myth about clean energy
Researchers at Yale’s Program on Climate Change Communication had a hunch
about gas that they had a chance to test in a peer-reviewed paper published last fall.
They knew from previous public opinion polls that Americans are more likely to view
natural gas far more favorably than other fossil fuels and see it as a solution for
climate change, rather than a driver.
Anthony Leiserowitz, one of the researchers and co-author of the paper, wanted to
isolate the effect the word “natural” had on these views.
They found a big effect, in line with the large body of social science research showing
how food products labeled “natural” lead people to consider them more eco-friendly
and healthy. The paper, published in the Journal of Environmental Psychology,
examined how 3,000 respondents viewed different synonyms for gas.
More than half of participants had a positive view of natural gas, but the advantage
shrank immediately when you called it “natural methane gas” or “methane gas,” as
well as for “fossil gas” and “fracked gas.”
A second survey asked 500 participants to word-associate with “natural gas.” Only a
tiny portion of the respondents, fewer than 6 percent, associated natural gas with
methane, showing, according to the researchers, “that the relationship between the
two is not a typical top-of-mind association.”
The study unsurprisingly found that the word “natural” biases Americans in favor of
gas. But it also showed a key ignorance that has been exploited by the gas industry:
The public doesn’t understand that the gas is essentially the same as methane, a
pollutant. Millions of Americans cook with gas every day, but they don’t necessarily
realize it is a fossil fuel that’s being piped into their stoves.
Though the industry may not have invented the phrase natural gas, it has leaned into
its advantages in decades of advertising. In 1930, one Pennsylvanian gas company
promoted its fuel as clean, healthful heat.
And the advertising wasn’t always limited to just gas: One pamphlet from the 1940s,
dug up by Levinovitz in the research for his book, likened coal to a cake baked by
sunlight and heat.

Newspapers.com A 1930s ad for the Greenville Natural Gas Co. in Pennsylvania
advertises “healthful heat,” similar to industry advertising of “clean gas” today.

Alan Levinovitz A vintage pamphlet from a Philadelphia coal company advertises a
“layer cake filled with ‘buried sunshine.’”
In a few instances, companies have simply opted to drop the word “gas” entirely,
going even further to distance themselves from the fact that its core product is
methane. In 1997, the gas utility company, Northwest Natural Gas, simply dropped
gas from its name to become Northwest Natural.
The gas industry advocacy group Natural Allies for a Clean Energy Future also omits
gas from its name. It has blanketed Politico newsletters in the last year with ads
promoting gas as a solution for climate change, linking to a website that depicts two
young children playing with a skateboard.
You have to read the fine print to understand what’s being advertised is switching
from one fossil fuel (coal) to another. (The group has connections with the

Democratic Party, and recently added two former Democratic senators, Louisiana’s
Mary Landrieu and North Dakota’s Heidi Heitkamp, to its leadership council.
Heitkamp told The Hill she would be working “changing hearts and minds of people
in the climate movement.”)
Environmentalists, meanwhile, have been complaining about how the gas industry
misled consumers for decades. In 1994, the environmental group Greenpeace filed a
complaint to the Federal Trade Commission, the independent body that has the power
to fine and stop false advertising.
Greenpeace urged the FTC to take action against the American Gas Association’s
advertisements that had appeared in outlets like Newsweek, the New Republic, and
Time. The complaint charged that the trade group’s claims the fuel was the solution
for environmental problems and acid rain went too far to be reasonably supported by
the science.
The FTC would have had the power to rein in this type of advertising as early as the
1990s. It didn’t use that power. The gas industry, free from FTC restrictions, has now
embraced even more flagrant green-washing 30 years later, with major consequences
for climate change.
As gas’s reputation has soured, industry has gotten more creative
The concentration of methane in the atmosphere is rising alarmingly fast, with human
activities mostly to blame.
It has taken scientists some time to track down exactly where all that methane was
coming from, but in the last few years, more research has shown methane leaks to be
a systemic problem in the oil and gas industry.
Wherever you find gas, you can potentially find some methane leaking out —
at drilling sites, from pipelines, in cities, and even inside the home.
As the gas industry’s reputation has soured, world leaders are starting to take a
harder look at these methane leaks and cities are moving toward phasing out gas in
new building construction. Rather than slowing down, the natural gas marketing
campaigns have become even more aggressive.
Democratic politicians and some environmental groups a decade ago embraced the
thinking that gas could be a “bridge fuel” to phase out the more polluting coal
industry. They didn’t just favor policies that promoted gas over coal, but at times
prioritized gas over wind and solar.
The lobby group American Petroleum Institute has pivoted from saying gas is a
bridge fuel to arguing it is the fuel of the future. One API leader argued in 2019, “I
would urge that it’s not a bridge but a foundation and will be a foundation for years
to come.”
Today, Democratic leaders including President Joe Biden have largely backed away
from that language, as methane is more than 80 times more capable of warming the
atmosphere over a 20-year period than carbon dioxide. A politician can’t claim to be

serious about fighting climate change if he ignores that methane concentrations
have hit record highs.
As Democrats have gotten to be more skeptical of “bridge fuel” rhetoric, it’s become
common for gas producers and suppliers to claim that their gas is cleaner than the
gas produced somewhere else. That’s where newer phrases have come from,
like “responsibly sourced gas” and “renewable natural gas.”
Other times, the gas industry rallies under the banner of the American flag, calling its
product “freedom gas.” Whatever the label, the industry has adopted shifting
language to promote gas as a climate solution, rather than a climate problem.
In the last year, API, Exxon, Mobil, and a number of other oil companies ran a blitz
of Facebook ads that emphasized “clean natural gas,” first reported by the
Guardian. SoCalGas, a utility that supplies gas to 22 million California customers,
has run online ads claiming it is “renewable.”
One company that sells biogas trapped from landfills and sewage treatments, which is
identical to methane, claims it is a renewable energy company producing
“zero-emissions” from the “cleanest fuel in the world.”
The oil and gas industry is adamant that gas is essential to transitioning off of other
fossil fuels. “Natural gas is the leading reason the U.S. has reduced CO2 emissions to
generational lows, and exporting that progress abroad by enabling coal-reliant
nations to turn to cleaner fuels is critical to reducing emissions globally,” said API
spokesperson Megan Bloomgren in a statement emailed to Vox.

Drew Angerer/Getty Images A gas flare from the Shell Chemical LP petroleum
refinery illuminates the sky in Norco, Louisiana, on August 21, 2019.
Located about 10 miles up the Mississippi River from New Orleans, the plant agreed
to install $10 million in pollution monitoring and control equipment in 2018 to settle

allegations that flares used to burn off emissions were operating in violation of the
Clean Air Act.
The same type of rhetoric has shaped policy decisions that have much bigger stakes
for climate investments. For example, in January, the commission overseeing the
European Union became embroiled in a controversy when it said natural gas and
nuclear power were sustainable investments, angering climate advocates, as first
reported by Politico.
The document declared that recognizing gas and nuclear energy can clean up climate
pollution in the EU. This categorization would allow investors to count funding for
future gas projects as sustainable and clean.
Climate campaigners are dealt a losing hand in these kinds of policy debates as long
as gas is viewed as natural. It’s why they’re looking to challenge the way natural gas
is used in company advertising.
In a bid to accelerate a transition away from gas, environmental groups have
submitted a new complaint to the Federal Trade Commission to regulate misleading
natural gas claims in advertising. Matt Vespa, an attorney for Earth-justice, hopes to
see the FTC finally tackle the fossil fuel industry’s advertising claims.
One important turning point could be how the FTC treats the issue in its upcoming
Green Guide, updated every few years, on how food and cosmetic companies can use
“natural” in their advertising.
While no single move can erase natural gas from our popular discourse overnight,
Vespa hopes that a strong FTC stance against natural gas “will percolate into
regulators’ minds that this is harmful.”
This language is “too dangerous to have around”
Climate advocates point to the polling, the green-washing, and the policy implications
as pressing reasons it’s important that everyone, especially the media, drop the
natural gas label.
For Alan Levinovitz, the name natural gas is simply “too dangerous to have around.”
Stopping calling it natural gas is the necessary first step for the world to move away
from gas as a climate solution.
“My general rule of thumb for effective climate communication is don’t echo Big Oil
sloganeering,” said Harvard scientist Geoffrey Supran, who researches oil
disinformation.
“So, at this point, it seems quite obvious that if they like using this term, the rest of us
should avoid it.”
Following Supran’s logic, activists, political leaders, and some academics have
shifted away from calling it natural gas.

But the name has had a 200-year head start. “It’s hard to penetrate the decades of
‘natural gas’ [messaging] just being ingrained in people’s brains,” said Vespa.
As for what should replace our default language, Anthony Leiserowitz’s 2021 Yale
study had another finding that’s important to consider: Calling gas “fossil” or
“fracked” could backfire if the objective is to reach as broad an audience as possible.
The Yale polling found Republican voters viewed gas more favorably when it was
called fossil gas or fracked gas, but more neutrally when it was called methane gas.
Despite these findings, some climate activists, politicians, and scientists have settled
on calling it fossil gas anyway.
Katharine Wilkinson stopped using natural gas in favor of simply gas or methane a
few years ago, dropping all references to “natural” in the 2020 republished online
version of the climate solutions book Drawdown and the podcast she co-hosts, A
Matter of Degrees.
House Natural Resources Committee Chair Raúl Grijalva (D-AZ) prefers “fossil gas,”
and the phrase can be found in several committee reports and legislation. And a
handful of scientific papers over the years have used fossil gas.
If the movement to rename natural gas were to catch on, it would have bigger ripple
effects on consumer choices and even political decisions. “It could shape your
everyday behavior in terms of whether you decide to buy a natural gas stove or an
induction stove,” Leiserowitz said.
“These are marketing slogans and campaigns that have changed the way Americans
think about what they do.”

Unmanned CH-53K could take Israeli troops deep behind enemy lines
Anna Ahronheim - The Jerusalem Post
The CH-53K heavy-lift helicopters that the Israeli Air Force has purchased from
Lockheed-Martin might have automated flight capabilities, allowing for unmanned
flights deep behind enemy lines.
Though these CH-53K helicopters, which are expected to arrive by 2026, do not yet
have the ability to do so with full fly-by-wire capabilities, it has the growth potential
to have the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s (DARPA) Aircrew Labor
In-Cockpit Automation System (ALIAS) installed should the air force decide to install
such a system.
ALIAS is a “flexible, extensible automation architecture for existing manned aircraft
that enables safe, reduced-crew operations, which facilitates the addition of high
levels of automation into existing aircraft,” read a statement provided by DARPA.

It also provides a platform to integrate additional automation capabilities tailored for
specific missions. The system also aims to support the execution of an entire mission
from takeoff to landing, including autonomously handling contingency events such as
aircraft system failures.

The Jerusalem Post Unmanned Black-hawk (credit: LOCKHEED SIKORSKY)
On Wednesday, DARPA and Sikorsky Lockheed Martin announced that a UH-60A
Black Hawk helicopter flew completely unmanned for the first time for half an hour,
bringing the possibility even closer that such aircraft can fly into dangerous airspace
without risking human lives.
The flight took place over the US Army installation at Fort Campbell in Kentucky on
February 5, with another taking place on February 7 as part of DARPA’s ALIAS
program.
“With ALIAS, the Army will have much more operational flexibility,” according to
Stuart Young, program manager in DARPA’s Tactical Technology Office. “This
includes the ability to operate aircraft at all times of the day or night, with and
without pilots, and in a variety of difficult conditions, such as contested, congested
and degraded visual environments.”
The Black Hawk was retrofitted with Sikorsky MATRIX autonomy technologies that
“form the core” of ALIAS, and are designed to help pilots and crew when flying
through degraded environments like limited visibility or without reliable
communications.
During the flight, the helicopter performed pre-flight checks, took off, and flew
through a simulated Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) system depicting the
congested and complex New York City skyline to demonstrate maneuvering and
control in a dense environment.
The aircraft flew autonomously before landing by itself. It has flown autonomously
before, but with a pilot ready to take the controls.

“With reduced workloads pilots can focus on mission management instead of the
mechanics,” said Young. “This unique combination of autonomy software and
hardware will make flying both smarter and safer.”
ALIAS IS part of efforts to make both the current and future military helicopter fleets
optionally manned. Technology like ALIAS could later be incorporated into the
army’s Future Vertical Lift programs as it continues through the development
process.
The UH-60A Black Hawk, a medium-utility two-engine helicopter manufactured by
Sikorsky, has been in service in the IAF since 1994. It was first used in combat during
Operation Grapes of Wrath against Hezbollah in southern Lebanon in 1996.
Designed in the 1970s as a utility tactical transport aircraft for the US Air Force, the
helicopter can carry over a ton of equipment or a dozen troops with their equipment.
In December, the Defense Ministry signed an agreement with the US government to
acquire 12 Lockheed Martin CH-53K helicopters to replace the aging CH-53 Yasur
heavy-lift helicopters.
The CH-53K King Stallion, the successor to the CH-53, is powered by three engines
giving it a cruising speed of 315 km/h and a range of 530 miles (852 km).
Fitted with digital fly-by-wire avionics with fully integrated flight and navigation
displays, it has a mechanical diagnostic system that notifies maintenance crews when
a part needs to be replaced. It can carry three times the amount of cargo carried by
older helicopters.
Operated by a crew of five, including two pilots and a combat crew of three gunners,
it is fitted with self-defense weapons and ballistic protection. It also has crash-worthy
seats and retracting landing gear, significantly increasing aircraft and crew
survivability.
With a full fly-by-wire system, the CH-53K can be flown with a pilot in the cockpit or
unmanned where the helicopter will do exactly as programmed without any pilot
input.
That ability will allow the IAF to fly the helicopter deep behind enemy lines and carry
out missions like supplying troops and logistics without placing a pilot at risk.

Nathan Chen gets gold: US figure skater dazzles to win at 2022 Winter Olympics
Tom Schad - USA TODAY SPORT

Lintao Zhang, Getty Images
BEIJING — For almost four years, Nathan Chen has been the most dominant male
figure skater in the world – a cool, quad-jumping maestro unlike anything the sport
has ever seen.
He's won national and world championships. Broken national and world records.
Over a span of more than 1,300 days, he did not lose a single competition.
All that had been missing in this marvelous four-year stretch was an Olympic gold
medal.
Missing, that is, until Thursday.
Almost four years to the day after a disastrous performance in Pyeongchang, Chen
aced his final appearance at the 2022 Winter Olympics and coasted to gold, becoming
just the seventh American man to win the men's individual competition at the Games.
"I never thought I’d actually be able to make this happen," Chen said.
Wait... why not?
"It’s hard!" the 22-year-old said with a laugh. "I don’t know. It’d always been a
dream of mine, of course, but it’s a pretty daunting mountain." He made it look easy
Thursday.
Skating to a compilation of music from the 2019 film "Rocketman," Chen was equal
parts graceful, technical and fun in his four-minute performance at Capital Indoor
Stadium. He landed all five of the quad jumps in his long program for a score of
218.63, pushing his total for the competition to 332.60 – and winning by more than 22
points.
Japan's Yuma Kagiyama finished second to claim the silver, while his countryman
Shoma Uno won bronze. Jason Brown, the other American in the field, finished sixth.
"He just is like no one else," Brown said of Chen. "He’s constantly proven himself,
and he’s gone through so much. And you’ve seen him just get better and better and
better. And the way that he’s dealt with the pressure is remarkable."

With Thursday's performance, Chen joins an exclusive club of American men to win
gold at the Winter Olympics. He is the first to do so since Evan Lysacek in 2010.
It's a particularly impressive feat, given the external pressure on him to achieve it.
"I don’t want to put words in his mouth, but obviously he’s feeling the weight of the
world," said teammate and close friend Mariah Bell. "He handled it so well. He
deserves to be an Olympic champion, because few people can handle it."
When asked when she knew Chen had secured gold, Bell said: "Before he started,
honestly." "I knew when we came here, when we came to Beijing," his coach Rafael
Arutunian added. "I mean, he’s better. He’s definitely better. (Did) anybody have
doubt?"
Chen's time on the ice Thursday will likely go down as the most memorable four
minutes of his career to date – a captivating coda on a stretch of more than three
years in which he won every major international competition he entered.
It will also probably come as something of a relief, because it will silence the
what-about-your-2018-short-program questions that he has fielded almost ad
nauseum.
In that 2018 short program, Chen made mistakes on all of his attempted jumps,
including a fall on a planned quadruple lutz. He finished 17th in the event, which was
supposed to be the beginning of a potential medal run. A victory in the long program
portion left him fifth overall, two spots off the podium.
In the years since, he's mentioned feeling overwhelmed in his first Olympic
appearance – like there was too much pressure, and not enough fun. He set out to
change that this time, regardless of the result.
Chen talked Thursday about his decision to start working with a sports psychologist,
which he called "really helpful." He tried to devote more time to his interests off the
ice. He brought an electric guitar with him to Beijing and, before his long program,
was throwing a football back and forth with Bell down a hallway at the arena.
"Just recognizing that within the course of my skating career, I only have a very
limited amount of time on the ice and in competition, and especially at the Olympics,"
Chen said last week. "So if I can’t enjoy it, then what’s the point in doing it?"
That outlook was evident on the ice Thursday, as he whisked around to a mishmash of
Elton John tunes – complete with an intricate hip-hop step sequence at the end. He
said that, at one point near the end, he tried to remind himself to smile.
"Once that started happening, I was kind of grooving a little bit more and enjoying
the program," he said.
The son of Chinese immigrants, Chen said he never could have imagined that he
would one day be here, in the city where his mother Hetty Wang grew up, skating to
Olympic gold.

They grew up "quite poor" in Salt Lake City, Utah, he said, leaving his mom to cobble
together money to pay for equipment and coaching – which Arutunian started to
refuse.
"His mom (is) giving me money in this hand, and I would take in this hand and give it
back to him," the coach said. "That means something, right? So I knew it."
The "it" to which Arutunian was referring was Chen's potential – that the
then-11-year-old boy had a chance to be one of the best. The coach said he knew it
immediately. And if there were doubts from anyone else, these Olympics have all but
erased them.
Last week, Chen helped the U.S. take home a team silver medal by winning the men's
short program event, recording the second-highest score of all time. Then, on
Tuesday, he recorded the highest ever, 113.97, punching the air in celebration on the
ice. He was so excited he even surprised himself.
"I almost never do stuff like that, so I was like, 'why'd I do that?'" Chen said, with a
laugh. "I kind of broke character a little bit there."
There was no fist pump Thursday, when his long program ended. No primal scream
or jumping up and down. When the music stopped, Chen just leaned his head back
toward the ceiling and smiled – the pressure lifting, the moment settling, the goal of a
lifetime, finally achieved.

Gallery©Robert Deutsch, USA TODAY Nathan Chen competes in the men’s singles
free program during the Beijing 2022 Olympic Winter Games at Capital Indoor
Stadium on Feb. 10, 2022.

Chloe Kim dominates in half-pipe for second straight Olympic gold
Phil Helsel - NBC News

Chloe Kim has done it again.
The 21-year-old American snowboarder soared to her second straight Olympic gold
medal in the half-pipe at the 2022 Beijing Games on Thursday, further cementing her
champion status.
Kim all but ensured a gold medal on the first of three runs. She scored 94 points to
take the lead in the field of 12, and no one caught up. Kim’s first run included a 1080,
a switch 900, a switch backside 540 and another 1080.
She appeared thrilled at the end and said as the camera lingered: “Oh, my God. I had
the worst practice of my life.”
Back at the top of the slope, she wiped away tears as she was congratulated and said
“I, like, was just overflowed with emotion.” On her second and third runs and with
the lead in the best-of-three, Kim tried to go big with a 1260 but fell both times.
Spain’s Queralt Castellet came in second to win silver, and Japan’s Sena Tomita won
bronze.
Kim said later that she’d had a bad practice, which can affect an athlete mentally.
"I was dealing with all sorts of emotions, self-doubt,” she told NBC’s Randy Moss
after the event. “But when I was getting ready to drop into my first run, I just
reminded myself that it’s a brand-new run."
Kim said after Thursday’s event that she was prepared for the renewed attention
following a second Olympic gold.
“I am in a much better head-space, and I think I have a better idea of what to expect,”
she said.
She said she’s looking forward to seeing her family, her dog and her boyfriend.

“I’m just going to feel all the feelings and just be proud of myself,” she said.
It was four years ago in PyeongChang, South Korea, that Kim soared, turned and
twisted her way to a gold medal in the half-pipe at her first Games.
At PyeongChang, Kim had already won the gold with a stellar first run when she
made history by becoming the first woman to land back-to-back 1080s in the half-pipe
at the Olympics.
At 17, she was the youngest female Olympic gold medalist in snowboarding history.
Kim told NBC’s "TODAY" recently that the 2018 experience was overwhelming. She
took a break and attended Princeton University, which she said “gave me a good
reset.”
“I feel like I’m in such a better place now mentally and physically, as well,” Kim said
in Beijing after her first-place qualifying run Wednesday.
“Just being so grateful to be out here and represent the U.S. I’m just so honored to be
here and just enjoying the moment,” she said.

Snowboarder Chloe Kim reveals why she almost didn't compete in Beijing Olympics
Kim told NBC’s “TODAY” recently that the 2018 experience was overwhelming. She
took a break and attended Princeton University, which she said “gave me a good
reset.”
“I feel like I’m in such a better place now mentally and physically, as well,” Kim said
in Beijing after her first-place qualifying run Wednesday.
“Just being so grateful to be out here and represent the U.S. I’m just so honored to be
here and just enjoying the moment,” she said.
Also defending a 2018 Olympic gold in the half-pipe at the Beijing Games is USA
snowboarding legend Shaun White.

White, 35, will seek a fourth, and likely final, Olympic gold in the men’s half-pipe
final Friday, along with fellow Americans Chase Josey and Taylor Gold.

Schouten wins 2nd Olympic gold, completes distance sweep
Paul Newberry - AP National Writer

Associated Press – Sports
BEIJING (AP) — Irene Schouten already had a gold medal at the Beijing Olympics,
so she was nice and relaxed for her next race.
No one else had a chance.
The Dutch speed-skater completed a sweep of the women’s distance events, setting
another Olympic record Thursday with a victory in the 5,000 meters.
Schouten won the 3,000 on Saturday, also setting an Olympic mark on the opening
day of speed-skating at the Ice Ribbon oval.
She was even more dominant in the longest women’s race with a winning time of 6
minutes, 43.51 seconds. That easily took down the 20-year-old Olympic mark held by
Germany’s Claudia Pechstein (6:46.91).
“There was not so much pressure,” Schouten said. “In the 3K, there was a lot of
pressure. In the 5K, it was more like, ‘I have the Olympic gold. Now I can just skate
fast.'”

Associated Press – Sports Irene Schouten of the Netherlands reacts after wining the
gold medal and setting an Olympic record in the women's speed-skating 5,000-meter
race at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb. 10, 2022, in Beijing. (AP
Photo/Sue Ogrocki)
That she sure did, blowing away the 12-woman field.
Schouten finished 4.67 seconds ahead of silver medalist Isabelle Weidemann of
Canada, while the bronze went to Martina Sáblíková of the Czech Republic in
6:50.09.
“Schouten is incredible,” Weidemann said. “Just watching her skate, she takes the
level up so much. I hope in the future I can push her time and push the event even
more. The faster more women can go, the better.”

Associated Press – Sports Isabelle Weidemann of Canada reacts after her heat in the
women's speed-skating 5,000-meter race at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb.
10, 2022, in Beijing. (AP Photo/Sue Ogrocki)

Schouten skated at a comfortable pace early in the 12 1/2-lap race, essentially
matching Weidemann's pace from the previous pairing.
But the 29-year-old Dutchwoman really turned it on at the end, eclipsing 32 seconds
on her last five trips around the oval. Amazingly, the final lap of the grueling event
was her fastest (31.18).
“When I saw the time of Isabelle, I was like ‘Oh (expletive), that’s really fast,'"
Schouten said. “But then I skated and I felt really good. I could go every lap faster
and faster.”

Associated Press – Sports Martina Sablikova of the Czech Republic competes during
the women's speed-skating 3,000-meter race at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Saturday,
Feb. 5, 2022, in Beijing. (AP Photo/Ashley Landis)
It was the seventh career medal for Sáblíková, making her the most decorated Czech
Olympic athlete. She had been tied with cross-country skier Katerina Neumannova.
Despite her achievement, Sáblíková shrugged off any comparison to the greatest
athletes from her central European country.
She pointed to dual-sport star Ester Ledecka, who won gold in snowboarding's
parallel giant slalom to successfully defend her Olympic title from four years ago. She
will try to defend her title in Alpine skiing's super-G on Friday.
“She is very great," Sáblíková said. “I don't think of myself like that.”

Associated Press – Sports Irene Schouten of the Netherlands reacts after winning the
gold medal and setting an Olympic record in the women's speed-skating 5,000-meter
race at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb. 10, 2022, in Beijing. (AP
Photo/Ashley Landis)
Sáblíková was the most recent skater to pull off the 3,000-5,000 double at the 2010
Vancouver Olympics. Schouten is now the sixth skater to win both events.

US beats out China to win mixed aerials Olympic debut
Associated Press – Sports

Associated Press – Sports
ZHANGJIAKOU, China (AP) — Ashley Caldwell thinks of Christopher Lillis as
family, and Justin Schoenefeld as something even more. Together, they're Olympic
gold medalists.

The trio of Americans won gold in the Olympics’ first mixed team aerials event
Thursday, giving the United States its first medals in the freestyle skiing discipline
since Jeret “Speedy” Peterson in 2010.

Associated Press – Sports United States' Justin Schoenefeld, center, celebrates with
Christopher Lillis, left, and Ashley Caldwell during the mixed team aerials finals at
the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb. 10, 2022, in Zhangjiakou, China. (AP
Photo/Gregory Bull)
Caldwell was a precocious, breakout star when she made her Olympic debut as a
16-year-old at the 2010 Vancouver Games. The 2017 world champion is now in her
fourth Olympics but had never finished higher than 10th.
The 28-year-old Caldwell and Schoenefeld have been dating for about three years,
making her breakthrough to an Olympic podium all the sweeter.
“I’ve been in the hunt for a gold medal my entire career,” Caldwell said. “To do it
with these guys is incredible. Chris has been like a brother to me forever, and Justin
is the love of my life, so that really helps.”

Associated Press – Sports From left silver medal winners China's Xu Mengtao, Jia
Zongyang and Qi Guangpu; gold medal winners United States' Ashley Caldwell,
Christopher Lillis and Justin Schoenefeld; and bronze medal winners Canada's
Marion Thenault, Miha Fontaine and Lewis Irving celebrate during the venue award
ceremony for the mixed team aerials finals at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday,
Feb. 10, 2022, in Zhangjiakou, China. (AP Photo/Francisco Seco)
It’s the first American medal in aerials since Peterson won silver at Vancouver. He
died from a self-inflicted gunshot a year later.
The last Americans to win gold were Eric Bergoust and Nikki Stone in 1998.
Lillis’ back double full-full-double full was given the highest score of any trick in the
finals, and the U.S. gold was assured when Schoenefeld followed with a clean back
double full-full-full.
“This has been a three-year process for us, for me getting ready for this Olympic
Games and being able to throw those quintuple twisting triples," Lillis said.
"I was just happy to get the opportunity to throw one and to put it down.”

Associated Press – Sports United States' Christopher Lillis competes during the mixed
team aerials finals at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb. 10, 2022, in
Zhangjiakou, China. (AP Photo/Francisco Seco)
Two-time medalist Jia Zongyang cost China a chance at gold when he flipped
forward on his landing, and the host country settled for silver. Canada won bronze.

Associated Press – Sports Canada's Marion Thenault competes during the mixed
team aerials finals at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb. 10, 2022, in
Zhangjiakou, China. (AP Photo/Francisco Seco)

The mixed team event made its debut at the Beijing Games. Each country gets three
jumpers and can’t use more than two per gender. All six countries in the finals went
with two men and one woman.

Associated Press – Sports United States' Christopher Lillis competes during the mixed
team aerials finals at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb. 10, 2022, in
Zhangjiakou, China. (AP Photo/Lee Jin-man)

Associated Press – Sports China's Jia Zongyang competes during the mixed team
aerials finals at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb. 10, 2022, in Zhangjiakou,
China. (AP Photo/Lee Jin-man)

Decker still helping US women's hockey team off Olympic ice
John Wawrow - AP Hockey Writer

Associated Press – Sports
BEIJING (AP) — With the interview over, Brianna Decker nestled her immobilized
left leg on the seat of her scooter, gripped the handlebars and sped out of the room
under the push-power of her right foot.
The three-time United States women’s hockey Olympian surely couldn't have
envisioned zipping around Wukesong Sports Centre on four wheels as opposed to two
skates.
Decker’s Beijing Games ended shortly after they began, 9:28 into the American
team’s preliminary round-opening 5-2 win over Finland, when her left leg gave out
upon being tripped from behind by Ronja Savolainen. The force of the trip combined
with the fall led to Decker breaking her fibula and tearing the ligaments in her ankle.

Associated Press – Sports Brianna Decker, of the United States' women's hockey team,
walks to the ice for a practice session at the 2022 Winter Olympics, Wednesday, Feb.
2, 2022, in Beijing. (AP Photo/Petr David Josek)

“I knew right away I broke something,” said Decker, who immediately began yelping
in anguish while her legs were tangled with Savolainen. “In the moment, I was like,
`Yeah, it’s going to (stink), and I know I’m going to get some scans back that I’m not
going to be happy with.'”

Associated Press – Sports United States' Brianna Decker (14) is taken off the ice after
being injured during a preliminary round women's hockey game against Finland at
the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb. 3, 2022, in Beijing.
And yet, much like the swelling has begun to subside, so has the tender pain of the
memories one week later. While Decker can’t be on the ice to help, the top-line center
has shifted her attention to the only objective she and her teammates had upon
arriving in China — repeating as Olympic champions.

Associated Press – Sports United States' Brianna Decker is helped off the ice after
being injured during a preliminary round women's hockey game against Finland at
the 2022 Winter Olympics, Thursday, Feb. 3, 2022, in Beijing.

“For it to happen the first game was super disappointing,” she said. “But at least our
team’s not out of the tournament. We can still go on and compete and hopefully bring
home a gold medal for the U.S. again.”
The Americans (3-1), coming off a preliminary round-closing 4-2 loss to Canada,
open the playoffs against the Czech Republic in the quarterfinals on Friday. Barring a
major upset, it’s highly anticipated the U.S. will face its cross-border rival, Canada,
in the gold-medal final next week.
At 31 and one of the team’s assistant captains, Decker is serving as an extra coach in
watching games from above, while also helping to continue mentoring the team’s
younger players in handling the pressures of their first Olympic experience.
“Fortunately, I can still have an influence in the locker room,” she said. “I think the
coaches see the game different than someone does in the stands, and the players see
the game different when they’re playing. So it’s just another eye.”
Decker has put off surgery until returning to North America. In the meantime, she is
grateful to have received condolences from numerous athletes, including speed-skater
Britanny Bowe and skier Nina O’Brien, who broke her tibia and fibula during a giant
slalom run this week.
Decker’s hockey teammates have done their part to keep up her spirits.
“We play cards a lot and stuff like that,” she said. “But honestly, when we have
games and practices, that’s the best for me. I definitely don’t want to be away from
the rink.”
Decker’s presence is immeasurable, team captain Kendall Coyne Schofield said.
“Her leadership shines through each game we play,” Schofield said. “It just shows
how much she means to this team and how she’s able to still lead through some of the
darkest times of her personal life.”
Where Decker is sorely missed is on the ice, with her play-making presence difficult
to replace in centering a line alongside two of the team’s top offensive threats in
Amanda Kessel and Alex Carpenter. Her absence factors into why the Americans
have had difficulty converting chances, which was evident in the loss to Canada. The
U.S. scored twice on 53 shots on net.
No worries, said Decker.
“As a group, we just got to tweak some things going forward, obviously burying those
rebounds and making sure that we’re capitalizing on them,” she said. “But I think
there’s no harm that we had 50 shots. That means offensively we were there and we
were moving the puck well and getting those opportunities.”
It was still difficult to resist the urge to jump out of the stands and suit up in watching
the U.S. trailing in the third period.
“Would I rather be playing? Of course,” Decker said. “But at least I’m still here and
able to help the team in some way.”

